DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION : PLANNING BRANCH,
1st Floor, Old Patrachar Vidalaya Building,
Timar Pur, Delhi-110054.


CIRCULAR

SUB.: Adjustment of Guest / SSA contract Teachers

In continuation of this office circular of even no dated 01.04.2016, all DDEs/HOSs are informed that the contract teachers of SSA disengaged w.e.f. 31.03.2016 due to non-continuation of the post by M.H.R.D., have to be adjusted as Guest Teachers as per the terms and conditions applicable to Guest Teachers. Accordingly all the Guest Teachers / SSA teachers relieved / disengaged from the schools will be displayed at the district level in the on-line module with the direction to prepare a common merit list taking both guest teachers and SSA contractual teachers together and adjust them against the vacancies within the district as per the procedure indicated in this branch circular dated 01.04.2016. All DDEs are advised to ensure the representation of SC/ST/OBC/PH at the district level as per norms as such an arrangement is not feasible at the school level. The common merit list shall be displayed in the notice board at the district without fail. All the guest and contractual teachers approaching the district shall be guided properly and inform them not to panic as efforts are being made to adjust all of them against the vacant posts.

(SUMAN VERMA)
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (PLANNING)

To all DDEs/HOSs


Copy to the following for information and necessary action :-

1. The PA to Secretary (Education), Old Sectt., Delhi – 110054.
2. The PA to Director (Education), Directorate of Education, Old Sectt., Delhi – 54.
3. The Special Project Director, SSA, UEE Mission, Timarpur, Lucknow Road, Delhi-54.
4. The O.S. (IT) to place the circular on web-portal of Department.

(SUMAN VERMA)
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (PLANNING)